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Brizius, Erin E. (USAOHN)

ｎ
Ｓｅｎｔ‥Ｔ。‥Ｃｃ‥

Sandberg, Justin (ClV) <JSandber@civ.usdo.j.9ov>

Tuesday, April 16,2019 6:44 PM

Stern, Bezalel; Kasdan, lra

Brizius, Erin E. (USAOHN); Asher, Ruchi (USAOHN); Bailey, Kate (ClV); Wilson, Joseph D.; 'Jon Ressler';

Diane Shriver
RE: Steigerwald: Rule 30b6 Deposition Topics, Subpoena Response, Document Production
SteigeMald - Objections to Rule 45 Subpoena April l6 20'1g.pdf

Subject
Attachments:

Good evening. We understand that we have an a8reement on topics as reflected in my email on Friday at 6:42 p.m., as

modified by your withdrawal of Topic 5, per the email below. With respect to the Rule 45 subpoena, please see the
attached letter. And as noted in the attached letter, we are producing documents in the spirit of cooperation. They will
follow in 6 emalls. Please confirm your receipt of this email and the six that will follow. Best, Justin

From: Stern, Bezalel <BStern @ KelleyDrye.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 14, 2019 2:28 PM

To: Sandberg,.Justin (ClV) <JSa ndber@civ.usdoj.gov>; Kasdan, lra <lKasda n@KelleyDrye.com>

Cc: Brizius, Erin E. (USAOHN) <EBrizius@usa.doj.gov>; Ashel Ruchi (USAOHN) <RAsher@usa.doj.gov>; Bailey, Kate (ClV)

<katbaile@CIV.USDOJ.GOV>; Wilson, Joseph D. <JWilson@KelleyDrye.com>; 'Jon Ressler' <jressler@rooselaw.com>;

Dia ne Shriver <dshriver@rooselaw.com>
Subject: RE: Steigerwald: Discovery Proposal
lmportance: High

Justin,

Thank you for your Friday night email.

Given your objection, we will withdraw our Topic 5.

The Judge clearly wanted us to take discovery on the questions the Court raised toward the end of the April 4
Hearing (see Hearing Transcript al 40-54). These questions underlie Ms. Walker's Declarations, and are
clearly included in Topics 1 and 6. However, given your "NBs", we are explicitly referencing the page numbers

and highlighting some of the questions and issues in advance so that there will be no surprises, and to be sure

Ms. Walker is aware of and will be responsive to the questions and issues posed by the Court that both the

Court and we want to know the answers to.

Here is an abbreviation of quotations from the Hearing regarding some of what we and the Court are interested

in knowing:

The Court asked: ,,Why is it that you can't come up with an algorithm or computer program that's able to

automate these calculations?" Hearing Transcript at 40'

TheCourtasked:"Howbigofasamplingcanyouproducein30days?"ld'a141'

The Court asked: "How many [Subtraction Recalculations] are you going to get done within the next 30 days?

Or. vou know, in total, between the ones you've already completed and the ones you anticipate you'll be able

to finisn in the next 30 days?" ld. al 42.

Ms. Bailey stated that the Agency is performing "a recalculation of windfall offset" for the Class Members /d

"tJg. 
ftL Court asked: 'Wny isinai at issue iere? I thought the decision in the case had been that you were

1
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supposed to conduct the second recalculation after taking into consideration the attorneys' fees." /d Ms.
Bailey stated: "Exactly, Your Honor . . . ." ld. The Court then asked: "Why are you going back to the initial
recalculation? . . . Why don't you just simply take the amount of the attorneys' fees that were awarded and then
input that into how that affects the monthly benefit?" ld. al48-49. Ms. Bailey stated: "Because the regulations
require them to take - because the windfall offset calculation isn't that simple to begin with . . . ." /d. at 49. The
Court then asked: "But you made the windfall offset calculation already on all these, right? You made it once."
/d Ms. Bailey replied: "lt has been made once, yes." /d The Court then stated: "Okay. And so the calculation in
this should be, How does the payment of attorneys'fees affect the ongoing benefits." /d-

The Court asked: "lf you find that the earlier calculation had been somewhat off, are you going to the
beneficiary and say, Give us the money back?" /d. at 50. Ms. Bailey responded: "That's not my understanding."
td.

The Court asked: "Why has [the Agency] delayed this [performance of the Subtraction Recalculation] so
badly?" ld. a|54.

The Court asked: "What impediments are insurmountable in terms of accomplishing this [performance of the
Subtraction Recalculationsl on a more - on a quicker basis?" /d

Please note that the term "Subtraction Recalculation" is defined in the Class Notice in this case. The "Agency"
refers to the Social Security Administration.

Regarding Topic 3, to be crystal clear, this Topic covers who Ms. Walker reported to, who she consulted with,
and what factual information she received from the persons with respect to preparing her Declarations and for
her deposition. We are only looking for facts, not deliberative process information.

As you know, we disagree with you regarding Ms. Walker's subpoena: Ms. Walker is required to provide the
documents we have requested. Nonetheless, in the spirit of "comity," we will be satisfied with the document
production we described on the phone on Friday, and as you have agreed to provide as set out in your email,
notwithstanding any objections you may raise by letter. We agree with you that, should the document
production conform to our agreement, there will be no need to involve the Court on this matter.

Please provide us with the subpoenaed documents (in accordance with the above) by Wednesday morning. lf
you simply bring them to the deposition, we will have to set aside time to go through the documents you
provide before the deposition begins, and we don't want to waste Ms. Walker's time, or yours, or our own.

Bez

BEZALEL STERN
Senior Associate
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
Office: (202) 342-8422
Cell: (301) 922-5039
bstern@kelleydrye.com

From: Sandberg, Justin (ClV) [mailtoJustin.Sandbers@usdoi.eov]
Sent: Friday, April 12,2Ot9 6:42 PM

To: Kasdan, lra <lKasdan @ KellevDrve.com>; Stern, Bezalel <BStern@KelleyDrve.com>

Cc: Brizius, Erin E. (USAOHN) <Erin. E.Brizius2@usdoi.gov>; Asher, Ruchi (USAOHN) <Ruchi.Asher@usdoi.qov>; Bailey,

Kate (Clv) <Kate.Bailev@usdoi.sov>

subiect: Steigerwald : Discovery Proposal

Bez and lra: Good evening. Here's what we propose as to the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition topics, with comments in

parentheses.
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1) As written. (NB: As you know, we don't interpret it to cover all of the topics set out in the list of topics that you

appended to the notice.)
2l Whether SSA has sought additional funding from Congress to comply with the Court's January 25, 2019
order. (This is what we discussed on the phone.)

3) Who does Walker report to and who has she consulted with in preparing for the deposition. (This is what we
discussed on the phone.)
4l Drop (Per our call, with the understandin8 that we'll touch base with the Agency about better or further fixes.)
5) What makes the workload at issue in this case difficult and unusual as compared to other workloads handled by

SSA. (This is different than we discussed on the call. After conferring with folks here, we don't think that it
makes sense for Ms. Walker to compare this case to other cases, given that she's not a lawyer and given the
uncertainty about what level of detail is needed to adequately address other cases in recent years. Moreover,
we understand the thrust of the question to be: Why does the agency contend that the recalculations are time-
consuming and complicated as compared to the other things that it does? That she can be prepared to
answer.)

5) Aswritten. (NB: As you know, we don't interpret it to cover a ll ofthetopicssetoutinthelistoftopicsthatyou
a ppended to the notice.)
7l Drop. (We think that this should be dropped because it can be addressed by 8).

8) When did SSA recognize that it had not performed recalculations for class members and when did it start
performlng recalculations.

As for the subpoena, we intend send you a letter setting out our objections to the subpoena, including to the document
demand. ln light of these objections, we don't believe that we have an obligation to provide documents in response to
the subpoena. Nonetheless, in the spirit of comity, we intend to produce, barring unforeseen circumstances, documents
that we have identified - based on both the subpoena and our call today - as being the documents that you're
interested in. ln doing so, we've relied on the representation that, e.9., as to document request number 8, you don't
want parts of 2L,000 files but an email or memo discussing the number of cases that had been processed; we've applied

that principle to other requests. (To be clear, we view this production as voluntary and not required by the subpoena,

which we view as improper.) We intend to make the production on or before the date of the deposition. I recognize

that you disagree with our legal views about the subpoena, but this proposal should obviate the need to resolve that
dispute.

Please let me know what you think ASAP, so that we can keep things moving forward. -Justin

This message is subject to Kelley Drye & Warren LLP's email communication policy.
KDt/-Disslalrlse!
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